Getting to Saarbrücken from Karlsruhe / Baden-Airport

The airport in Karlsruhe/Baden is not directly connected to Saarbrücken, but you can get there by combining bus and train. The website of the airport is: www.baden-airpark.de

1) Take the express shuttle bus (Line 140 Hahn Express) from the airport until the stop in Mannheim train station: www.hahn-express.de
   This bus usually runs 5 times per day. You can then catch a train from Mannheim to Saarbrücken (1hr 30min): www.bahn.de

2) Alternatively you can take the bus line 285 to get to the final stop “Baden Baden Train station”. Bus connections: www.baden-airpark.de/anreise-bus-und-bahn.html
   From there you can take a train to Saarbrücken, but you have to change once in Mannheim (in total 2:30 hr).

Tickets can be bought directly on the bus.

If you get stuck at the airport, for example if your plane arrives very late and there are no more busses, you can spend one night at the only airport hotel and then transfer to Saarbrücken the next day: B&B Hotel Baden Airport